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Accomplished, refreshed 
and refined. The new i40.
Easily identifiable by the latest interpretation of the signature Hyundai hexagonal 
grille, the new i40 offers uncompromised comfort and capability within its sleekly 
elegant bodywork. LED fog lamps and a crisply sculpted front bumper combine 
with the new grille and new alloy wheels to create a distinctly dynamic impression. 
Available as a Sedan or Wagon, the new i40  is a serious alternative in its class.

But looks aren’t everything. This new i40 also comes with significant functional and 
technological upgrades that enhance the total driving and ownership experience.



Cultivated performance. 
Comforting versatility.  
Within its flowing contours the new i40 offers a convincing synthesis of performance 
and economy delivered by the revised range of diesel engines, all of which are 
Euro6 compliant.  

Whether you choose the Sedan or Wagon, the carefully crafted interior of this new i40 
will make each journey even more rewarding.

Image for illustrative purposes only, please contact your main Hyundai dealer for more information.
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Whether you choose the Sedan or Wagon, the high quality interior of 
the new i40 will make each journey even more rewarding. Shown here with 
optional black leather seats.

Specification may vary, please contact your local Hyundai dealer.
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An engaging blend of premium 
design and technology.
The more we invest in your car, the more you’ll get out of it. And our most important investment is quality, a 
commodity that is evident throughout the new i40. Wherever you look, wherever you touch. Quality is also 
engineered into the available state-of-the-art technologies that can be specified in your i40, keeping your 
journeys as safe and stress-free as possible. 

Here are just a few examples of the user-friendly technologies that make driving your i40 such a pleasure.

Heated seats. Bringing an extra dimension, the heated elements embedded 
in the front seats quickly warm you up on the coldest winter morning.*

*Available on the Executive Plus model only

Auto Cruise Control with Speed Limiter. Simply set the speed you 
want and the car will maintain that speed until you intervene by braking, 
accelerating or changing gear. The speed limiter function can be set to 
prevent unintentional speeding.

Specification may vary, please contact your local Hyundai dealer.

Connected: High levels of connectivity are accessed via the central 7”
Touch Screen Sat Nav with Tom Tom Live Services, Android Auto, and 
Apple CarPlay. When reverse gear is selected the camera feeds a live 
view of the area behind the car to the 7” Touch Screen.*

*Available on the 2017 Executive model only
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Image for illustrative purposes only, please contact your main Hyundai dealer for more information.
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Distinctly elegant. Decidedly 
practical.
The dynamic lines of the new i40 Wagon encompass a roomy passenger compartment and class-leading 
variable luggage space. Enjoy all the qualities and comfort of the i40 with the additional ability to 
accommodate as much, or as little, as you choose. 

Variable load space. The rear seats feature a 60:40 split-folding backrest 
with a one-touch folding system, so you can still carry large amounts of 
luggage as well as a rear seat passenger or two. With all rear seats folded, 
the load space expands to 1719 litres (i40 Tourer version).

60/40 seat folding. For added versatility, the rear seat backrests 
feature a 60:40 split, so you can still carry the cargo plus a rear seat 
passenger or two.

Reclining rear seats. A two-step reclining function offers rear seat 
passengers ultimate comfort on long journeys. 
    

Full-flat folding rear seats. Rear seat backrests have been designed 
to fold flat into the floor so that the extended cargo space is perfectly 
smooth and even.
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And there’s more!
Hyundai Genuine Accessories have been created to help you enjoy even more fun and versatility with  
your new i40. All are precision-made using high quality materials, so that they will fit your car perfectly. 
And they meet the rigorous manufacturing standards demanded of all products carrying the Hyundai name.

Textile Floor Mats, Velour & Blue LED Lighting Foot Area. High 
quality velour mats provide protection that keeps the interior looking 
clean and new. The LED lighting provides a welcome illumination that 
automatically switches on and off with the opening and closing of the 
front doors.

Wind Deflectors. Reduces turbulence when driving with a slightly 
open front window. The aerodynamically formed deflector redirects 
the airflow and deflects the raindrops. 

Rear Bumper Protection Foil, Transparent. Resilient, transparent 
protective foil for the top surface of your car’s rear bumper.  
Prevents damage to the painted surface while loading and unloading.

Cargo Separator. Fitting perfectly between the rear seatbacks and  
the roof, this robust product protects vehicle occupants from the 
movement of items in the trunk. The easy to install grid is designed  
not to restrict the driver’s rearward view.

Fixed Towbar. Ideal for regular use, this fixed tow bar features a  
high-quality corrosion-resistant coating.  

Roof Rack, Aluminium & ProRide Bike Carrier. This robust but light-
weight roof rack provides a secure platform for a range of roof  carriers. 
The ProRide bike carrier has a quick-mount system with a self-adjusting 
frame holder that allows a convenient wheel securing.

Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad® & Business suit hanger. The cradle fits securely to 
the front seat back and allows the iPad® to be rotated or tilted for optimal viewing. At the same 
time the business suit hanger can be used for the most elegant and convenient way to keep 
clothes tidy and crease-free during a journey.

Hyundai Glasscoat. Protecting your car inside and out has never been 
easier with Hyundai Glasscoat paint, alloy wheel and fabric protection 
package. Your vehicle will retain that showroom finish long after 
you’ve driven off the forecourt.
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So much choice. You decide.
We’re all different, and we all have our own preferences and priorities. The new i40 is available in a wide range of exterior colours, complemented by 
three interior colour packages. All have been created to help you add your own a personal touch, which you can extend with your choice of optional 
equipment and accessories. Your local Hyundai dealer will help and advise you with your selection. 

For more information on the new i40 visit www.hyundai.ie 
 

Interior Trims

Mineral Blue

Chalk Beige

Ocean ViewRed Merlot Tan Brown

Phantom Black

Stone Grey Titanium Silver

Dimensions
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Beige Leather
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Pure White

*Please check availability with your main Hyundai dealer.

Platinum Silver

     16” Steel Wheels                      17” Alloy Wheels                      16” Alloy Wheels*                      18” Alloy Wheels*

*16” and 18” Alloys available as an option

Wheels

Technical Specification may change without prior notice. Please contact your local dealer for more information, on tyre information.
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Specification
Feature
Litre
Emissions co2
Transmission
Max Power
Displacement
Front Suspension
Rear Suspension
Steering
Steering Wheel Turns 
Lock to Lock (metres)
General Brake
Front Brake Type
Rear Brake Type
Wheel
Tyre
Spare Tyre

Comfort
1.7
118

Manual
115ps/4000rpm

1685cc
McPherson Strut

Multi Link
Motor Driven Power Steering 

2.88
Dual diagonal split circuit power assisted

Ventilated Disc
Disc

16” Steel
205/60/R16
Space Saver

Comfort Plus 
1.7
118

Manual
115ps/4000rpm

1685cc
McPherson Strut

Multi Link
Motor Driven Power Steering 

2.88
Dual diagonal split circuit power assisted

Ventilated Disc
Disc

17” Alloy
215/50/R17
Space Saver

Executive 2017 
1.7
118

Manual
115ps/4000rpm

1685cc
McPherson Strut

Multi Link
Motor Driven Power Steering 

2.88
Dual diagonal split circuit power assisted

Ventilated Disc
Disc

17” Alloy
215/50/R17
Space Saver

Executive Plus Auto
1.7
129

DCT Automatic
141ps/4000rpm

1685cc
McPherson Strut

Multi Link
Motor Driven Power Steering

2.88
Dual diagonal split circuit power assisted

Ventilated Disc
Disc

17” Alloy
215/50/R17
Space Saver



All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice and is intended only as preliminary notification. Possible 
variations in the representation of vehicle colours are due to the limitations of printing technology. The products shown correspond to the offer and the range 
of equipment for European markets. The vehicles shown in this brochure may be equipped with additional equipment at extra cost, and not all model versions 
are included in this brochure. Hyundai Motor Europe reserves the right to make changes to technical specifications and equipment content without notice. 
Please consult your Hyundai dealer for exact details.
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